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The	Structure	of	Matter



Matter	Particles
• Make	up	visible	matter
• Pointlike (<10-18 m),	

Fundamental	*)

• Have	mass	(from	<	½	eV to	
178,000,000,000	eV =	178	GeV)

• Distinct	from	their	antiparticles	*)
• Fermions	(Spin	½)	Þ

they	“defend” their	space	(Pauli	
Principle)	and	can	only	be	
created	in	particle-antiparticle	
pairs	

• Can	be	“virtual”,	but	make	up	
matter	being	(nearly)	“real”

• “stable” (against	strong	decays;	
lifetimes	from	∞	to	10-24 s)

*) Until	further	notice

x2	for	R,	x2	for	antiparticles

3	“colors”	=	3	
different	charges:	
red,	green,	blue



Forces	and	Force	Carriers

• Mediate	Interactions	
(Forces)	- form	“Waves”

• Pointlike,	Fundamental
• Massless	*)

• Some	are	their	own	
antiparticles	
(photon,	Z0,	graviton)

• Spin	1,	2	->	Bosons	
(tend	to	cluster	together,	
can	be	produced	in	
arbitrary	numbers)

• Can	be	real,	but	carry	forces	
as	virtual	particles

• Some	are	absolutely	stable	
(g,	gluons,	gravitons)

*) See	next	slide

Note:	gluons	come	in	8	possible	
combinations	of	color/anticolor
(9th is	“sterile”	– doesn’t	exist)



Simple	(Constituent)	Quark	Model

�   � � � �    � � � �

Table 1: Quantum numbers of the three lightest quarks.

Flavor Isospin I I3 Strangeness S Charge Q Baryon Number B
U 1/2 +1/2 0 +2/3 1/3
D 1/2 �1/2 0 �1/3 1/3
S 0 0 �1 �1/3 1/3

of S = 3/2 requires a wave function which is separately symmetric in spin and
flavor. In a (hopefully) intuitive short hand notation, we can therefore write
the wave function of the �++ as |�++

"i = |U " U " U "i and that of the ��
as |�� "i = |D " D " D "i. a States with more than one type of quark are
only slightly more complicated, e.g., the �+ can be written as

|�+
"i = 1/

p

3 (|U " U " D "i+ |U " D " U "i+ |D " U " U "i) . (1)

However, from now on we will use the more simple form, for instance |�+
" i =

|U " U " D "i, where a symmetrization over all flavors is understood implicitly.
The case of the proton is a bit more complicated, since the wave function

cannot be symmetric in spin and flavor separately. The most intuitive way
to derive the proton wave function is by observing that 2 of the 3 quarks are
equal (U), and therefore their relative spin wave function should be symmetric
also. This leads to the conclusion that the two U–quarks couple their spins to
a total spin of one. Let’s denote the case where this spin has a z-projection of
+1 as (UU *) := |U " U "i, while the projection with Sz = 0 will be indicated
by (UU )) := 1/

p
2 (|U " U #i+ |U # U "i). We can now combine the spin

1/2 of the remaining D quark with the spin 1 of the UU pair in two ways to
get total spin and projection 1/2; the proper way follows simply from insertion
of the correct Clebsch-Gordon coe�cients:

|P "i = 1/
p

3
⇣p

2|(UU *)D #i � |(UU ))D "i

⌘
. (2)

The neutron wave function can be gotten from Eq. 2 by replacing all U ’s with
D’s and vice versa (and inserting an overall minus sign).

Once in hand, one can use these wave functions to try and explain some
of the other well-known properties of the nucleons, for instance their anoma-
lous magnetic moments. Relativistic quantum mechanics predicts that the
magnetic moment for a pointlike particle with charge Z, spin S and mass MN

should be µ = ZµN2S, where µN = e/2MN is the (nuclear) magneton. For the
proton and the neutron one finds experimentally µ = (Z+N )µN2S (Z = 1 for
aThese wave functions are for the case Sz = S; wave functions with di↵erent spin projections
can be derived from this form by using the spin lowering operator ��.
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• SU(6)-symmetric	wave	function	of	the	proton	in	the	quark	model:

• In	this	model:	d/u	=	1/2,	Du/u	=	2/3,	Dd/d	=	-1/3	for	all	x
=>	A1p =	5/9,	A1n =	0,	A1D =	1/3	*)

• Hyperfine	structure	effect:	S=1	suppressed	=>	d/u	=	0,	Du/u	=	1,	Dd/d	=	-1/3
for	x ->	1	=>	A1p =	1,	A1n =	1,	A1D =	1

• pQCD:	helicity	conservation	(qp)	=>	d/u	=2/(9+1)	=	1/5,	Du/u	=	1,	Dd/d	=	1
for	x ->	1

• Wave	function	of	the	neutron	via	isospin	rotation:	
replace	u	->	d	and	d	->	u	=>	using	experiments	with	protons	and	neutrons	one	can	extract	
information	on	u,	d,	Du	and	Dd	in	the	valence	quark	region.	

€ 

p↑ =
1
18

3u↑ ud[ ]S= 0 + u↑ ud[ ]S=1 − 2u↓ ud[ ]S=1 − 2d↑ uu[ ]S=1 − 2d↓ uu[ ]S=1( )

Constituent	Quark	Model:

€ 

A1 p =
4 / 9 ⋅ u ⋅ Δu /u +1/ 9 ⋅ d ⋅ Δd /d

4 / 9 ⋅ u +1/ 9 ⋅ d
=
4 ⋅ Δu /u + d /u( ) ⋅ Δd /d

4 + d /u( )
*)



Hadronic Particle	Zoo
- what	can	one	build	from	quarks?



See	also	http://particleadventure.org



Fundamental	Problem	of	Nuclear	and	
Hadronic Physics

• Nearly	all	well-known	(“visible”)	mass	in	the	universe	is	due	to	
hadronic matter

• Fundamental	theory	of	hadronic matter	exists	since	the	1960’s:	
Quantum	Chromo	Dynamics

– “Colored”	quarks	(u,d,c,s,t,b)	and	gluons;	Lagrangian
• BUT:	knowing	the	ingredients	doesn’t	mean	we	

know	how	to	build	hadrons	and	nuclei	from	them!
– akin	to	the	question:	

“Given	bricks	and	mortar,	how	do	you	build	a	house?”
• Four	related	puzzles:

– What	is	the	“quark-gluon	wave	function”	of	known	hadrons?
– How	are	hadrons	(nucleons)	bound	into	nuclei?	

Does	their	quark-gluon	wave	function	change	inside	a	nucleus?
– How	do	fast	quarks	and	gluons	propagate	inside	hadronic matter?
– How	do	fast	quarks	and	gluons	turn	back	into	observable	hadrons?

26UTFSM	2014 Hadronic	Physics	- Sebastian	Kuhn
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the

.

FIGURE 1. THE QCD LAGRANGIAN ⇒ displayed here is, in principle, a complete description of the strong interaction. But, in
practice, it leads to equations that are notoriously hard to solve. Here m

j
and q

j
are the mass and quantum field of the quark of jth

flavor, and A is the gluon field, with spacetime indices m and n and color indices a, b, c. The numerical coefficients f and t guaran-
tee SU(3) color symmetry. Aside from the quark masses, the one coupling constant g is the only free parameter of the theory.
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Quantum chromodynamics,
familiarly called QCD, is

the modern theory of the
strong interaction.1 Historic-
ally its roots are in nuclear
physics and the description of
ordinary matter—understand-
ing what protons and neu-
trons are and how they inter-
act. Nowadays QCD is used to
describe most of what goes on at high-energy accelerators.

Twenty or even fifteen years ago, this activity was
commonly called “testing QCD.” Such is the success of the
theory, that we now speak instead of “calculating QCD
backgrounds” for the investigation of more speculative
phenomena. For example, discovery of the heavy W and Z
bosons that mediate the weak interaction, or of the top
quark, would have been a much more difficult and uncer-
tain affair if one did not have a precise, reliable under-
standing of the more common processes governed by
QCD. With regard to things still to be found, search
strategies for the Higgs particle and for manifestations of
supersymmetry depend on detailed understanding of pro-
duction mechanisms and backgrounds calculated by
means of QCD.

Quantum chromodynamics is a precise and beautiful
theory. One reflection of this elegance is that the essence
of QCD can be portrayed, without severe distortion, in the
few simple pictures at the bottom of the box on the next
page. But first, for comparison, let me remind you that the
essence of quantum electrodynamics (QED), which is a
generation older than QCD, can be portrayed by the sin-
gle picture at the top of the box, which represents the
interaction vertex at which a photon responds to the pres-
ence or motion of electric charge.2 This is not just a
metaphor. Quite definite and precise algorithms for calcu-
lating physical processes are attached to the Feynman
graphs of QED, constructed by connecting just such inter-
action vertices.

In the same pictorial language, QCD appears as an
expanded version of QED. Whereas in QED there is just
one kind of charge, QCD has three different kinds of
charge, labeled by “color.” Avoiding chauvinism, we might
choose red, green, and blue. But, of course, the color
charges of QCD have nothing to do with physical colors.
Rather, they have properties analogous to electric charge.
In particular, the color charges are conserved in all phys-
ical processes, and there are photon-like massless parti-
cles, called color gluons, that respond in appropriate ways

to the presence or motion of
color charge, very similar to
the way photons respond to
electric charge.

Quarks and gluons
One class of particles that
carry color charge are the
quarks. We know of six differ-
ent kinds, or “flavors,” of

quarks—denoted u, d, s, c, b, and t, for:  up, down,
strange, charmed, bottom, and top. Of these, only u and d
quarks play a significant role in the structure of ordinary
matter. The other, much heavier quarks are all unstable.
A quark of any one of the six flavors can also carry a unit
of any of the three color charges. Although the different
quark flavors all have different masses, the theory is per-
fectly symmetrical with respect to the three colors. This
color symmetry is described by the Lie group SU(3). 

Quarks are spin-1/2 point particles, very much like
electrons. But instead of electric charge, they carry color
charge. To be more precise, quarks carry fractional elec-
tric charge (+ 2e/3 for the u, c, and t quarks, and – e/3 for
the d, s, and b quarks) in addition to their color charge.

For all their similarities, however, there are a few
crucial differences between QCD and QED. First of all,
the response of gluons to color charge, as measured by the
QCD coupling constant, is much more vigorous than the
response of photons to electric charge. Second, as shown
in the box, in addition to just responding to color charge,
gluons can also change one color charge into another. All
possible changes of this kind are allowed, and yet color
charge is conserved. So the gluons themselves must be
able to carry unbalanced color charges. For example, if
absorption of a gluon changes a blue quark into a red
quark, then the gluon itself must have carried one unit of
red charge and minus one unit of blue charge.

All this would seem to require 3 × 3 = 9 different
color gluons. But one particular combination of gluons—
the color-SU(3) singlet—which responds equally to all
charges, is different from the rest. We must remove it if
we are to have a perfectly color-symmetric theory. Then
we are left with only 8 physical gluon states (forming a
color-SU(3) octet). Fortunately, this conclusion is vindicat-
ed by experiment!

The third difference between QCD and QED, which is
the most profound, follows from the second. Because glu-
ons respond to the presence and motion of color charge
and they carry unbalanced color charge, it follows that
gluons, quite unlike photons, respond directly to one
another. Photons, of course, are electrically neutral.
Therefore the laser sword fights you’ve seen in Star Wars
wouldn’t work. But it’s a movie about the future, so maybe
they’re using color gluon lasers.

We can display QCD even more compactly, in terms of

FRANKWILCZEK is the J. Robert Oppenheimer Professor of Physics at
the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey. Next month
he moves to Cambridge, Massachusetts, to take up the Herman Feshbach
Chair of Physics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

QCD MADE SIMPLE
Quantum chromodynamics is

conceptually simple. Its realization
in nature, however, is usually
very complex. But not always.

Frank Wilczek
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page. But first, for comparison, let me remind you that the
essence of quantum electrodynamics (QED), which is a
generation older than QCD, can be portrayed by the sin-
gle picture at the top of the box, which represents the
interaction vertex at which a photon responds to the pres-
ence or motion of electric charge.2 This is not just a
metaphor. Quite definite and precise algorithms for calcu-
lating physical processes are attached to the Feynman
graphs of QED, constructed by connecting just such inter-
action vertices.

In the same pictorial language, QCD appears as an
expanded version of QED. Whereas in QED there is just
one kind of charge, QCD has three different kinds of
charge, labeled by “color.” Avoiding chauvinism, we might
choose red, green, and blue. But, of course, the color
charges of QCD have nothing to do with physical colors.
Rather, they have properties analogous to electric charge.
In particular, the color charges are conserved in all phys-
ical processes, and there are photon-like massless parti-
cles, called color gluons, that respond in appropriate ways

to the presence or motion of
color charge, very similar to
the way photons respond to
electric charge.

Quarks and gluons
One class of particles that
carry color charge are the
quarks. We know of six differ-
ent kinds, or “flavors,” of

quarks—denoted u, d, s, c, b, and t, for:  up, down,
strange, charmed, bottom, and top. Of these, only u and d
quarks play a significant role in the structure of ordinary
matter. The other, much heavier quarks are all unstable.
A quark of any one of the six flavors can also carry a unit
of any of the three color charges. Although the different
quark flavors all have different masses, the theory is per-
fectly symmetrical with respect to the three colors. This
color symmetry is described by the Lie group SU(3). 

Quarks are spin-1/2 point particles, very much like
electrons. But instead of electric charge, they carry color
charge. To be more precise, quarks carry fractional elec-
tric charge (+ 2e/3 for the u, c, and t quarks, and – e/3 for
the d, s, and b quarks) in addition to their color charge.

For all their similarities, however, there are a few
crucial differences between QCD and QED. First of all,
the response of gluons to color charge, as measured by the
QCD coupling constant, is much more vigorous than the
response of photons to electric charge. Second, as shown
in the box, in addition to just responding to color charge,
gluons can also change one color charge into another. All
possible changes of this kind are allowed, and yet color
charge is conserved. So the gluons themselves must be
able to carry unbalanced color charges. For example, if
absorption of a gluon changes a blue quark into a red
quark, then the gluon itself must have carried one unit of
red charge and minus one unit of blue charge.

All this would seem to require 3 × 3 = 9 different
color gluons. But one particular combination of gluons—
the color-SU(3) singlet—which responds equally to all
charges, is different from the rest. We must remove it if
we are to have a perfectly color-symmetric theory. Then
we are left with only 8 physical gluon states (forming a
color-SU(3) octet). Fortunately, this conclusion is vindicat-
ed by experiment!

The third difference between QCD and QED, which is
the most profound, follows from the second. Because glu-
ons respond to the presence and motion of color charge
and they carry unbalanced color charge, it follows that
gluons, quite unlike photons, respond directly to one
another. Photons, of course, are electrically neutral.
Therefore the laser sword fights you’ve seen in Star Wars
wouldn’t work. But it’s a movie about the future, so maybe
they’re using color gluon lasers.

We can display QCD even more compactly, in terms of
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A quark of any one of the six flavors can also carry a unit
of any of the three color charges. Although the different
quark flavors all have different masses, the theory is per-
fectly symmetrical with respect to the three colors. This
color symmetry is described by the Lie group SU(3). 

Quarks are spin-1/2 point particles, very much like
electrons. But instead of electric charge, they carry color
charge. To be more precise, quarks carry fractional elec-
tric charge (+ 2e/3 for the u, c, and t quarks, and – e/3 for
the d, s, and b quarks) in addition to their color charge.

For all their similarities, however, there are a few
crucial differences between QCD and QED. First of all,
the response of gluons to color charge, as measured by the
QCD coupling constant, is much more vigorous than the
response of photons to electric charge. Second, as shown
in the box, in addition to just responding to color charge,
gluons can also change one color charge into another. All
possible changes of this kind are allowed, and yet color
charge is conserved. So the gluons themselves must be
able to carry unbalanced color charges. For example, if
absorption of a gluon changes a blue quark into a red
quark, then the gluon itself must have carried one unit of
red charge and minus one unit of blue charge.

All this would seem to require 3 × 3 = 9 different
color gluons. But one particular combination of gluons—
the color-SU(3) singlet—which responds equally to all
charges, is different from the rest. We must remove it if
we are to have a perfectly color-symmetric theory. Then
we are left with only 8 physical gluon states (forming a
color-SU(3) octet). Fortunately, this conclusion is vindicat-
ed by experiment!

The third difference between QCD and QED, which is
the most profound, follows from the second. Because glu-
ons respond to the presence and motion of color charge
and they carry unbalanced color charge, it follows that
gluons, quite unlike photons, respond directly to one
another. Photons, of course, are electrically neutral.
Therefore the laser sword fights you’ve seen in Star Wars
wouldn’t work. But it’s a movie about the future, so maybe
they’re using color gluon lasers.
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How	many	quarks?	From	PDG



Running	of	the	Strong	Coupling	Constant



Hadron	Structure
• Simple-most	(constituent

quark)	model	of	nucleons
(protons	and	neutrons)

• …	becomes	much	more	
complicated	once	we	
consider	the	full	
relativistic	quantum	field	
theory	called	QCD

• Effective	theories:	
Quark	model,	cPT,	
sum	rules,	…

• and	Lattice	QCD!
31

valence quarks
sea quarks, gluons 

orbital angular momentumcorrelations

meson cloud

quark spin and motion
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How	Do	We	Study	Hadron/Nuclear	
Structure?

• Energy	levels:	Nuclear	and	particle	(baryon,	meson)	
masses,	excitation	spectra,	excited	state	decays		->			
Spectroscopy	(What	exists?)

• Elastic	and	inelastic	scattering,	particle	production
Reactions	(Relationships?)

• Probing	the	internal	structure	directly	
Imaging	(Shape	and	Content?)

• Particular	way	to	encode	this:	Structure	Functions
– “Parton	wave	function”?
5(6)-dim.	Wigner	distribution è …
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• The 1D world of nucleon/nuclear collinear structure:
– Take a nucleon/nucleus
– Move it real fast along z
⇒ light cone momentum 

P+ = P0 + Pz (>>M)
– Select a “parton” (quark, gluon) inside
– Measure its l.c. momentum

p+ = p0 + pz (m≈0)
– ⇒ Momentum Fraction x = p+/P+ 

*)

– In DIS **): p+/P+ ≈ x = (qz - n)/M 
≈ xBj = Q2/2Mn

– Probability: 

Parton	Distribution	Functions

In the following, will often write “qi(x)” for f1i(x)

*) Advantage: Boost-independent along z

33

**) DIS = “Deep Inelastic (Lepton) Scattering”

(E,

k )

l

l ’(E ',

k ')

q =

k −

k '

ν = E −E 'Q2 = −qµqµ
=
q2 −ν 2

p,n,A
(P0,

P)

f i1(x), i = u,d, s,...,G

z



Gail Dodge  Physics 120 Image:  RIKEN 
http://www.nanowerk.com/news/newsid=13284.php

Three ”valence” quarks plus gluons 
plus quark/anti-quark pairs.

• How do the quarks and gluons 
interact to form a proton or 
neutron?

• Where does the spin of the 
nucleon come from?

• Why is the radius of the proton 
different when measured by 
electrons and muons?

• Why are protons and neutrons 
modified in a nucleus?

~ 1 fm = 10-15 m



Parton	Distribution	Functions
and	NLO	pQCD

Two effects modify simple 
parton picture:

1) (Gluon) radiative 
corrections change 
elementary cross section

2) pQCD evolution makes 
PDFs Q2-dependent



Traditional “1-D” Parton 
Distributions (PDFs)
(integrated over many 
variables) 

q(x;Q2 ), h ⋅H q(x;Q2 )

h = ±1

F1(x) = 1
2 ei

2

i
∑ qi (x) and F2 (x) ≈ 2xF1(x)( )Parton	model:	DIS	can	access

g1(x) = 1
2 ei

2

i
∑ Δqi (x) and g2 (x) ≈ −g1(x)+

g1(y)
y

dy
x

1

∫
&

'
(

)

*
+

At finite Q2: pQCD evolution (q(x,Q2), Dq(x,Q2) ⇒
DGLAP equations),  and gluon radiation

Jefferson	Lab	kinematics:																		⇒ target	mass	effects,
higher	twist	contributions	and	resonance	excitations

§ Non-zero

§ Further	Q2-dependence	(power	series	in						)
1
Qn

⇒ access to gluons.

SIDIS: Tag the flavor of the struck quark with the 
leading FS hadron ⇒ separate qi(x,Q2), Dqi(x,Q2)

Inclusive	lepton	scattering

Q2 ≈ M 2

R = F2
2xF1

4M 2x2

Q2 +1
!

"
#

$

%
&−1, g2

HT (x) = g2 (x)− g2
WW (x)
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⇒ Our 1D View of the Nucleon
(depends on x and the resolution of the virtual photon ∼ 1/Q2)

.	.
	.

W =	final	state	invariant	mass	= M 2 + 1
x −1( )Q2

• Elastic scattering
(Whole system recoils, x = 1, W = M)

• Resonances 
(x < 1, W < 2 GeV)

• Valence quarks
(x ≥ 0.3, W > 2 GeV)

• Sea quarks, gluons
(x < 0.3)

• “Wee Partons”
(x ® 0, Diffraction,
Pomerons)
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Low	Q2:

OPE



Experimental Facilities
Q

2
[G
eV

2 ]

x

Jefferson
Lab	(US)

RHIC	(BNL,	US)

HERA,	HERMES

CERN

Fermilab

1 38

(PAST)
(PAST)

LHC	(Future)



Results
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Figure 7: HERMES data for F p
2 together with world data in the kinematic range 0.008 ≤ ⟨x⟩ ≤

0.679 and 0.02 GeV2 ≤ ⟨Q2⟩ ≤ 20 GeV2. The results are overlaid with the phenomenological
parameterization GD11-P (black solid central curve) and its uncertainty (outer curves) obtained as
described in Sect. 6.3. A bin-centering correction is applied to the data in order to match the central
values of the x bins. The values of F p

2 are scaled by powers of 1.6. Inner error bars are statistical
uncertainties, while outer error bars are total uncertainties calculated as the sum in quadrature of
all statistical and systematic uncertainties including normalization.
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Unpolarized Structure	Functions
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Figure 7: HERMES data for F p
2 together with world data in the kinematic range 0.008 ≤ ⟨x⟩ ≤

0.679 and 0.02 GeV2 ≤ ⟨Q2⟩ ≤ 20 GeV2. The results are overlaid with the phenomenological
parameterization GD11-P (black solid central curve) and its uncertainty (outer curves) obtained as
described in Sect. 6.3. A bin-centering correction is applied to the data in order to match the central
values of the x bins. The values of F p

2 are scaled by powers of 1.6. Inner error bars are statistical
uncertainties, while outer error bars are total uncertainties calculated as the sum in quadrature of
all statistical and systematic uncertainties including normalization.
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Figure 8: HERMES data for F d
2 together with world data in the kinematic range 0.008 ≤ ⟨x⟩ ≤

0.679 and 0.02 GeV2 ≤ ⟨Q2⟩ ≤ 20 GeV2. The results are overlaid with the phenomenological
parameterization GD11-D (black solid central curve) and its uncertainty (outer curves) obtained as
described in Sect. 6.3. A bin-centering correction is applied to the data in order to match the central
values of the x bins. The values of F d

2 are scaled by powers of 1.6. Inner error bars are statistical
uncertainties, while outer error bars are total uncertainties calculated as the sum in quadrature of
all statistical and systematic uncertainties including normalization.
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Valence PDFs

• Behavior of PDFs still unknown for x ® 1
– SU(6): d/u = 1/2, Du/u = 2/3, Dd/d = -1/3 for all x
– Relativistic Quark model: Du, Dd reduced
– Hyperfine effect (1-gluon-exchange): Spectator spin 

1 suppressed, d/u ® 0, Du/u ® 1, Dd/d ® -1/3
– Helicity conservation: d/u ® 1/5, Du/u ® 1, Dd/d ® 1
– Orbital angular momentum: can explain slower 

convergence to Dd/d ® 1
• Plenty of data on proton ® mostly constraints

on u and Du
• Knowledge on d limited by lack of free neutron 

target (nuclear binding effects in d, 3He)
• Large x requires very high luminosity and 

resolution; binding effects become dominant 
uncertainty for the neutron

u(x)

d(x)

x=0.6
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• Introduce two more quantities of interest:
– Proton spin S
– Parton spin s
– Now we have 3 vectors:
– But: Every observable must be a scalar
– And: Spins are axial vectors!
– Finally: Must treat longitudinal and

transverse directions differently (boost)
– 2 Pseudoscalars:
– 2 transverse (2D) axial vectors: 
– 2nd Structure function

z

S

s

ẑ,

S , s

H =

S ⋅ ẑ, h = s ⋅ ẑ

T =

S⊥ ⋅
s⊥

gi1(x) = hH qi (x)  or hH G(x) = Δqi (x)  or ΔG(x)

Δqi = q⇑↑(x)− q⇑↓(x)

Can	also	form	one	more	scalar:	 (not	measurable	in	DIS)	→	Transversity h1(x)


S⊥,
s⊥

Polarized	
Parton	Distribution	Functions
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g 1p +
C
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